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Aesthetics and morality judgments share cortical neuroarchitecture
Heinzelmann, Nora C ; Weber, Susanna C ; Tobler, Philippe N
Abstract: Philosophers have predominantly regarded morality and aesthetics judgments as fundamentally
different. However, whether this claim is empirically founded has remained unclear. In a novel task, we
measured brain activity of participants judging the aesthetic beauty of artwork or the moral goodness of
actions depicted. To control for the content of judgments, participants assessed the age of the artworks
and the speed of depicted actions. Univariate analyses revealed whole-brain corrected, content-controlled
common activation for aesthetics and morality judgments in frontopolar, dorsomedial and ventrolateral
prefrontal cortex. Temporoparietal cortex showed activation specific for morality judgments, occipital
cortex for aesthetics judgments. Multivariate analyses revealed both common and distinct whole-brain
corrected representations for morality and aesthetics judgments in temporoparietal and prefrontal regions.
Overall, neural commonalities are more pronounced than predominant philosophical views would predict.
They are compatible with minority accounts that stress commonalities between aesthetics and morality
judgments, such as sentimentalism and a valuation framework.
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remained	 unclear.	 In	 a	 novel	 task,	 we	 measured	 brain	 activity	 of	 participants	24	
judging	the	aesthetic	beauty	of	artwork	or	the	moral	goodness	of	actions	depicted.	25	
To	 control	 for	 the	 content	 of	 judgments,	 participants	 assessed	 the	 age	 of	 the	26	
artworks	and	the	speed	of	depicted	actions.	Univariate	analyses	revealed	whole-27	
brain	 corrected,	 content-controlled	 common	 activation	 for	 aesthetics	 and	28	
morality	 judgments	 in	 frontopolar,	 dorsomedial	 and	 ventrolateral	 prefrontal	29	
cortex.	 Temporoparietal	 cortex	 showed	 activation	 specific	 for	 morality	30	
judgments,	 occipital	 cortex	 for	 aesthetics	 judgments.	 Multivariate	 analyses	31	
revealed	 both	 common	 and	 distinct	whole-brain	 corrected	 representations	 for	32	
morality	 and	 aesthetics	 judgments	 in	 temporoparietal	 and	 prefrontal	 regions.	33	
Overall,	 neural	 commonalities	 are	 more	 pronounced	 than	 predominant	34	
philosophical	views	would	predict.	They	are	compatible	with	minority	accounts	35	





































































(a)	 The	 beginning	 of	 each	
trial	 specified	 judgment	
content	and	type.	After	1.5s,	








the	 scale	 and	 the	 initial	
position	of	the	cursor	on	the	
scale	 were	 randomized	
across	 trials,	 to	 prevent	
motor	 preparation	 during	
the	image	display	phase.	(b)	
Image	 ratings.	 The	 mean	
morality	 and	 aesthetics	
ratings	 for	 each	 of	 the	 24	
images	were	not	correlated	
with	one	another.	(c)	Mean	
saccade	 number	 (top)	 and	
size	 (amplitude;	 bottom)	





deviations.	 There	 was	 no	
significant	 difference	
between	 the	 four	 judgment	









































Figure	 2	 Common	 univariate	
activations	 for	 morality	 and	
aesthetics	judgments.	Brain	sections	
show	regions	activated	for	both	 the	
contrast	 (morality-speed)	 and	 the	
contrast	 (aesthetics-age),	 both	
whole-brain	 FWE	 corrected,	 p<0.05	
and	 inclusively	 masked,	 thus	
representing	above-threshold	voxels	
for	 both	 contrasts.	 (a)	 Common	
cluster	in	frontal	pole	(extending	into	
anterior	 cingulate	 cortex).	 (b)	
Contrast	estimates	at	peak	(0,50,13).	
(c)	 Common	 cluster	 in	 insula.	 (d)	
Contrast	 estimates	at	peak	 (-30,14,-
17).	 (e)	 Common	 cluster	 in	
orbitofrontal	 cortex.	 (f)	 Contrast	
estimates	 at	 peak	 (-45,23,-11).	 All	
coordinates	are	 in	MNI	space.	Color	





















Areas	 of	 activations	 for	 content-
uncontrolled	 differences	 between	
morality	 and	aesthetics	 judgments	are	
shown	 in	 red,	 content-controlled	
differences	in	blue.	Overlap	is	shown	in	
pink.	 (a)	 Specificity	 for	 morality	
judgments.	 Regions	 activated	 for	 the	
contrast	 (morality-aesthetics)	 are	
shown	in	red	and	for	(morality-speed)-
(aesthetics-age)	 in	 blue.	 	 (b)	 Contrast	
estimates	 at	 overlap	 (-45,-61,19).	 (c)	
Specificity	 for	 aesthetics	 judgments.	
Regions	 activated	 for	 (aesthetics-
morality)	 are	 shown	 in	 red	 and	 for	
(aesthetics-age)-(morality-speed)	 in	
blue.	 (d)	Contrast	estimates	at	overlap	
(24,-79,-5).	 All	 coordinates	are	 in	MNI	







































Figure	 4	 Region	 of	 interest	
(ROI)	 analyses.	 (a)	 Morality	
ROI	 based	 on	 a	meta-analysis	
(25).	 (b)	 Activations	 revealed	
by	 the	 contrast	 [(morality-
speed)-(aesthetics-age)],	
p<0.05,	 FWE	 corrected.	 (c)	
Aesthetics	 ROI	 based	 on	 a	
meta-analysis	 (26).	 (d)	






















and	 aesthetics	 judgments	 as	
revealed	by	 cross-classification	
analyses.	(a)	 In	a	 first	analysis,	
we	 trained	 a	 classifier	 to	
distinguish	 between	 morality	










(OFC),	 and	 inferior	 temporal	
cortex	 (IT)	 show	 common	
representations	 of	 judgment	
types.	 (b)	 Test	 accuracies	 in	
peak	 voxels	 of	 the	 identified	
regions	 (chance	 level:	 0.5).	





medial	 PFC	 for	 morality	 and	
aesthetics	 judgments.	 Here	 we	
trained	 a	 classifier	 to	
distinguish	 between	 high	 and	
low	morality	ratings	and	tested	
it	on	high	versus	low	aesthetics	
ratings,	 and	 vice	 versa.	 Cross-	
classification	 is	 significant	 at	
p<0.05,	voxel-wise	whole-brain	
FWE	 corrected.	 The	 figure	
shows	 the	 peak	 at	 MNI	
coordinates	 6,	 53,	 25.	 This	




































































classifier	 to	 distinguish	activity	 patterns	 for	morality	 vs.	 aesthetics.	 The	 identified	 regions	 carried	
significant	information	about	 judgment	type	at	p<0.05,	voxel-wise	whole-brain	FWE	corrected	(see	
Supplementary	 Table	 7	 for	 a	 full	 list).	 (a)	 Activity	 patterns	 yielded	 by	 the	morality	 vs.	 aesthetics	
classifier	 (red)	 identified	 specific	multivariate	 representations	 in	 frontal	 and	 temporal	 regions.	To	
assess	whether	 these	 regions	 involved	 regions	 showing	 common	multivariate	 representations,	we	
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Figure Legends 585	
Figure	1.	Task	and	behavior.	(a)	The	beginning	of	each	trial	specified	judgment	586	
content	and	type.	After	1.5s,	a	randomly	selected	image	appeared	below	the	587	
specification.	Participants	had	4.5s	to	assess	the	image.	They	indicated	and	588	
confirmed	their	judgment	on	a	continuous	rating	scale	(3s	max).	The	orientation	589	
of	the	scale	and	the	initial	position	of	the	cursor	on	the	scale	were	randomized	590	
across	trials,	to	prevent	motor	preparation	during	the	image	display	phase.	(b)	591	
Image	ratings.	The	mean	morality	and	aesthetics	ratings	for	each	of	the	24	592	
images	were	not	correlated	with	one	another.	(c)	Mean	saccade	number	(top)	593	
and	size	(amplitude;	bottom)	during	image	display	for	each	condition,	averaged	594	
across	images	and	participants.	Error	bars	indicate	standard	deviations.	There	595	
was	no	significant	difference	between	the	four	judgment	types	for	both	saccade	596	
number	and	size.	597	
	598	
Figure	2.	Common	univariate	activations	for	morality	and	aesthetics	599	
judgments.	Brain	sections	show	regions	activated	for	both	the	contrast	600	
(morality-speed)	and	the	contrast	(aesthetics-age),	both	whole-brain	FWE	601	
corrected,	p<0.05	and	inclusively	masked,	thus	representing	above-threshold	602	
voxels	for	both	contrasts.	(a)	Common	cluster	in	frontal	pole	(extending	into	603	
anterior	cingulate	cortex).	(b)	Contrast	estimates	at	peak	(0,50,13).	(c)	Common	604	
cluster	in	insula.	(d)	Contrast	estimates	at	peak	(-30,14,-17).	(e)	Common	cluster	605	
in	orbitofrontal	cortex.	(f)	Contrast	estimates	at	peak	(-45,23,-11).	All	606	
coordinates	are	in	MNI	space.	Color	bars	indicate	t-values,	error	bars	standard	607	
error.	608	
	609	
	 31	
Figure	3.	Specific	univariate	activation.	Areas	of	activations	for	content-610	
uncontrolled	differences	between	morality	and	aesthetics	judgments	are	shown	611	
in	red,	content-controlled	differences	in	blue.	Overlap	is	shown	in	pink.	(a)	612	
Specificity	for	morality	judgments.	Regions	activated	for	the	contrast	(morality-613	
aesthetics)	are	shown	in	red	and	for	(morality-speed)-(aesthetics-age)	in	blue.		614	
(b)	Contrast	estimates	at	overlap	(-45,-61,19).	(c)	Specificity	for	aesthetics	615	
judgments.	Regions	activated	for	(aesthetics-morality)	are	shown	in	red	and	for	616	
(aesthetics-age)-(morality-speed)	in	blue.	(d)	Contrast	estimates	at	overlap	(24,-617	
79,-5).	All	coordinates	are	in	MNI	space.	Error	bars	indicate	standard	error	of	the	618	
mean.	619	
	620	
Figure	4.	Region	of	interest	(ROI)	analyses.	(a)	Morality	ROI	based	on	a	meta-621	
analysis	(25).	(b)	Activations	revealed	by	the	contrast	[(morality-speed)-622	
(aesthetics-age)],	p<0.05,	FWE	corrected.	(c)	Aesthetics	ROI	based	on	a	meta-623	
analysis	(26).	(d)	Activations	revealed	by	the	contrast	[(aesthetics-age)-624	
(morality-speed)],	p<0.05,	FWE	corrected.	Abbreviations:	am,	anterior	medial;	625	
dm,	dorsomedial;	vm,	ventromedial;	lTPJ/rTPJ,	left/right	temporoparietal	626	
junction;	PFC,	prefrontal	cortex;	post,	posterior.	Color	bars	represent	t-values.	627	
	628	
Figure	5.	Common	multivariate	representations	for	morality	and	aesthetics	629	
judgments	as	revealed	by	cross-classification	analyses.	(a)	In	a	first	analysis,	630	
we	trained	a	classifier	to	distinguish	between	morality	and	speed	and	tested	it	on	631	
aesthetics	vs.	age,	and	vice	versa.	All	cross-classifications	are	significant	at	632	
p<0.05,	voxel-wise	whole-brain	FWE	corrected	(see	Supplementary	Table	6	for	a	633	
full	list).	Medial	and	lateral	prefrontal	cortex	(mPFC,	LPFC),	left	temporoparietal	634	
	 32	
junction	(TPJ),	orbitofrontal	cortex	(OFC),	and	inferior	temporal	cortex	(IT)	show	635	
common	representations	of	judgment	types.	(b)	Test	accuracies	in	peak	voxels	of	636	
the	identified	regions	(chance	level:	0.5).	Error	bars	represent	standard	error,	637	
color	bars	t-values.	(c)	A	second	cross-classification	analysis	revealed	common	638	
multivariate	representation	in	medial	PFC	for	morality	and	aesthetics	judgments.	639	
Here	we	trained	a	classifier	to	distinguish	between	high	and	low	morality	ratings	640	
and	tested	it	on	high	versus	low	aesthetics	ratings,	and	vice	versa.	Cross-	641	
classification	is	significant	at	p<0.05,	voxel-wise	whole-brain	FWE	corrected.	The	642	
figure	shows	the	peak	at	MNI	coordinates	6,	53,	25.	This	region	overlapped	with	643	
the	medial	prefrontal	region	identified	in	(a).	644	
	645	
Figure	6.	Specific	multivariate	representations	for	morality	and	aesthetics	646	
judgments.	We	trained	a	classifier	to	distinguish	activity	patterns	for	morality	647	
vs.	aesthetics.	The	identified	regions	carried	significant	information	about	648	
judgment	type	at	p<0.05,	voxel-wise	whole-brain	FWE	corrected	(see	649	
Supplementary	Table	7	for	a	full	list).	(a)	Activity	patterns	yielded	by	the	650	
morality	vs.	aesthetics	classifier	(red)	identified	specific	multivariate	651	
representations	in	frontal	and	temporal	regions.	To	assess	whether	these	regions	652	
involved	regions	showing	common	multivariate	representations,	we	replotted	653	
the	data	from	the	cross-classification	analysis	described	in	Figure	5a	(blue).	654	
Overlap	in	temporoparietal	junction	(TPJ)	and	lateral	prefrontal	cortex	(LPFC)	655	
shown	in	pink.	(b)	Test	accuracies	of	the	morality	versus	aesthetics	classifier	in	656	
peak	voxels	in	TPJ	and	LPFC	(chance	level:	0.5).	Error	bars	represent	standard	657	
error.	658	
